In the paper, a mixed problem for λ-complex parameter dependent, fourth order partial equation is considered. The estimations for the Green function for the eigenvalues of the considered problem outside of δ were obtained within the regular boundary condition. The solution of the mixed problem was given in the contour integral form.
Introduction
The considered equation arises when considering heat and diffusion processes the boundary conditions are given in the general form. The paper deals with finding the solution of the mixed problem within second order almost regular boundary conditions. The solution of the problem is found by M.L. Rasulov's contour integral method. The studied mixed problem, mathematically given as follows. The following problem is considered
where a(x), b(x), φ(x) are complex valued functions. p 1 , p 2 , α i j , β i j (i, j = 1, 4) are complex numbers. The conditions Re p 1 > 0 and Re p 2 > 0 are satisfied.
The following spectral problem corresponding to mixed problem ??-?? is constructed
where
Partition the λ-complex plane into eight sectors
In each sector of S p
we find the asymptotics of fundamental solutions of equation 4 in the following way
The functions E mk (x, λ)
) are analytic functions and for large values of |λ| they are bounded functions.
Let us give the following theorem connected with the asymptotics of eigen numbers of spectral problem (4)- (5) and the Green function.
Theorem 1. Assume that the coefficients of equation (4) and boundary conditions (5) satisfy the following conditions.
Then the Green function of eigen-numbers of the spectral problem out of the vicinity of δ has the following estimation
Thus the following formula is valid for the asymptotics of the eigen-numbers of spectral problem (4), (5)
where A k are complex numbers dependent on the coefficients of equation (4) .
In the paper the following theorem is proved.
Theorem 2. The coefficients of equation (1), boundary conditions (2) and initial conditions (3) satisfy the following conditions
then the solution of problem (1)- (3) will be found in the following contour integral form
where the function y (x, λ) is the solution of spectral problem (4)- (5).
L 1 -contour is an infinitely extended unbounded curve and is given by the following formula As 0 < ψ k < π 4 , k = 1, 2 then sin 2δ > 0. This means that the function e λ 2 t as t > 0, λ ∈ L 1 , |λ| → +∞ decreases exponentially, i.e. the following integrals are regularly convergent
Proof
Show that integral (7) satisfies equation (1)
It is easy to show that the following expansion formula is true within the theorem conditions 
